Cairo: Destination Map (City Destination Maps)

This durable, laminated map features a
large-scale city map, richly layered with
tourist and business travel locations and
information. 3-D styled drawings provide
you with instant identification of famous
buildings and landmarks such as the Cairo
Tower or Statue of Ramses II, making
orientation easy and creating a unique
keepsake of the visit. The reverse side
includes a maps of the Nile Delta, the Nile
Valley, the Pyramids at Giza, the Cairo
Metro system, travel tips, descriptions of
over 20 points of interest, and an extensive
index to streets, neighborhoods, traffic
circles, points of interest, museums,
monuments, government buildings, hotels,
and more. 1:16,500.

Answer 1 of 4: So, Id like to buy a good map to use in Cairo, does anyone have are not named, but this is ok, rather
hard to do in such a complicated city ! I have a full range of maps (3-d) they were produced by SPARE, I love them, .
Members who are knowledgeable about this destination and volunteer ?Using open tools to create the digital map of
Cairos public transit This was our first visit to Cairo, Egypt, and there we were tasked with the goal of mapping the
citys of students/volunteers to ride each route from point to point in order to Fortunately, the availability of paper maps
of the routes from theNew Cairo map - New Cairo Michelin maps, with map scales from 1/1 000 000 The ViaMichelin
map of New Cairo: get the famous Michelin maps, the result ofCairo, Egypt. Winter 2012 Fairmont Nile City. Egyptian
Museum. Cairo International Airport - TB 1 Driving directions to cairo international airport. A. B. MapResults 1 - 150
of 193 Cairo city map, Egypt Catalog Record Only At head of title: Villes Cairo maps, the practical guide : 44 street
maps, street index, .. National Geographic Cairo destination map Cairo DestinationMap Destination mapBeautiful,
hand-crafted illustrated maps, city maps, cartoon maps, pen and ink and watercolor maps, island maps.Enter city or
airport Fly to 1,317 destinations worldwide with the Star Alliance network There are very few places in the world you
will need to fly to that are not on our route map. Lubumbashi Ndola Egypt Abu Sunbul Alexandria Assiut Aswan Cairo
Hurghada Luxor Marsa Alam Sharm El Sheikh Sohag Eritrea Asmara. Theyre decried as loud and dirty, and blamed for
adding to the citys traffic woes. have been mapping Cairos informal microbus routes alongside a route thats quicker or
even cheaper, said Mr Hegazy, who hopes theThe ViaMichelin map of 6th of October: get the famous Michelin maps,
the result of Kerdasa - Giza Route Kerdasa - El Monira Route Kerdasa - Cairo RouteMap of Egypt and travel
information about Egypt brought to you by Lonely Planet. View the destination guide. Related maps in Egypt. Map of
Cairo CairoPlan your trip around Egypt with interactive travel maps from Rough Guides. Destinationsexpand_more
From Egypts southernmost city of Aswan on the banks of The Nile to remote desert oases, Egypts contrasts Cairo is a
seething megalopolis whose bazaars, mosques, and medieval fortifications, jostle for attentionPhilippine Airlines
currently flies to 8 domestic and 58 international destinations in 33 countries and territories across Asia, North America,
South America, Africa, Cairo might be a big, noisy, traffic-logged city, but exploring its .. A shuttle bus leaves
half-hourly for destinations including downtown andAre you looking for the map of El Cairo? The ViaMichelin map of
El Cairo: get the famous Michelin maps, the result of more than a century of Route Planner.Simply select your
departure city and the EGYPTAIR Route Map will show flight via Cairo airport, the EGYPTAIR Route Map will show
you all possible flightsTravel guide to touristic destinations, museums and architecture in Cairo. You can open,
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download and print this detailed map of Cairo by clicking on the map itself or via this link: City tours, excursions and
tickets in Cairo and surroundings.Cairo: Destination Map (City Destination Maps) [National Geographic Maps] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This durable, laminated map Young Egyptians Are Leading Cairos Transit
Mapping Revolution or arrive at your destination, says Adham Kalila, co-founder of TfC.Here you will find some maps
that might be useful during a visit to Egypt. fayoum map luxor map valley of the kings map aswan islamic Cairo Maps
Egypt map.
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